GRADES EARNED ARE POSTED TO AURORA.

**KEEP GRADE EARNED**
- Final grade INCLUDED in GPA
- If grade is high enough—used for course prerequisites and progression through programs
- If grade is high enough—used for entry to Arts Majors / Minor (concentrations)
- If grade is high enough—used for admission to professional faculties, graduate programs and other institutions. Consult specific programs for details
- F* grades will NOT count in: GPA calculations; or, Academic Progression Assessment. (e.g. Academic Warning or Suspension counts)

**EXCLUDE GRADE FROM GPA**
- Final grade REMAINS on transcript but is EXCLUDED from GPA
- If grade is high enough—used for course prerequisites and progression through programs
- If grade is high enough—used for entry to Arts Majors / Minor (concentrations)
- If grade is high enough—used for admission to professional faculties, graduate programs and other institutions. Consult specific programs for details
- F* grades will NOT count in: GPA calculations; or, Academic Progression Assessment. (e.g. Academic Warning or Suspension counts)

**SELECT PASS/FAIL A+ to D = PASS**
- Final grade REPLACED by P* or F* on transcript and is EXCLUDED from GPA
- NOT used for course prerequisites and progression through programs
- NOT used for entry to Arts Majors / Minor (concentrations)
- NOT used for admission to professional faculties, graduate programs and other institutions
- F* grades will NOT count in: GPA calculations; or, Academic Progression Assessment. (e.g. Academic Warning or Suspension counts)

Please refer to the Faculty of Arts webpage 2020 Final Grade Options Explained for further details and FAQ's on how these options may affect your GPA and any admission, prerequisite, progression, degree and graduation policies and requirements.

Deadline date for students to make these decisions is **May 10, 2020**.

The **Voluntary Withdrawal** deadline for 2020 Winter Term courses and 2019-2020 Spanned Fall/Winter Term courses is also **May 10, 2020**.

Questions may be directed to a Faculty of Arts Academic Advisor at arts_inquiry@umanitoba.ca.